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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
(TYPE: LNK-UL-1800) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Product Name Underwater Light 

Code LNK-UL-1800 

Type of Light Steady White Light 

Packaging Quantity 1unit including controller and underwater lamp 

Power 1800W 

Version V2.0 
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1. Description 
LNK-UL-1800 underwater light, consisting of 1800W high power LED, is the specialized equipment 

designed to meet the requirements of lighting for underwater operation. After connecting to the external 

power, the underwater lamp will emit different intensity white light based on the different adjustable 

power of 600W, 1200W and 1800W respectively through the power controller. The product can be 

widely used in seabed salvage, collection, exploration or archeology and other activities with the 

performance of high brightness, small radiation and low energy consumption. 

 

2. Product Structure 
LNK-UL-1800 underwater light is composed of a power controller and an underwater lamp with 

connecting cable which can be customized according to the requirements of customers, but the 

maximum length is not more than 200m. The product structure is shown as below in figure 1~2 as 

following. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1 Power controller                  Figure2 Underwater Lamp 
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3. Technical Parameters 

Technical Parameter Specification 

Rated input voltage AC 190~240V 

The maximum output voltage of the 

power controller 

600W:DC360V        1200W:DC380V 

1800W:DC400V       no load voltage: DC420V 

Power frequency range 50~60 Hz 

Light source High power white LED，Color temperature：5500~6000k 

Rated power of underwater lamp Total power:1800W, consist of 3*600W 

Light angle of underwater lamp 360° 

Waterproof level of underwater lamp IP68 

The maximum waterproof depth of 

underwater lamp 
200m 

Working temperature 2~30℃ 

Storage temperature -30~60℃ 

Dimension of underwater lamp ∮111*464mm 

Weight of underwater lamp Approximately5kg（not include cable） 

Dimension of power controller 500*400*180mm 

Weight of power controller Approximately 18kg 

Cable length of underwater lamp 

The length can be customized according to the requirements 

of customers, but the maximum length is not more than 

200m. 

( 100 m length cable is about 20kg ,for your reference only.) 

 

4. Installation and Operation Guide 
4.1 Installation 
（1）The power controller is not configured any plug when shipped out from the factory as the 

underwater light is a high power product, and power plugs are different in different countries. 

After receiving the product, users should install the appropriate power plug on the external power 

line of the power controller, and ensure be well grounded, otherwise, it cannot be put into use. 
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Power line has three terminals, in which the blue line connects to neutral wire, yellow-green 

connects to earth wire, and brown line connects to live wire. The wiring diagram is shown as 

below figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

（2）There are two connectors located on both sides of the power controller. One is used to connect 

the external power with the identification "EXTERNAL POWER" and the other is used to 

connect underwater lamp with the identification "UNDERWATER LAMP". Users shall connect 

the power supply on both sides by following the identifications when using the product, and 

the whole set of product is assembled and completed. 

4.2 Operation 
（1）Underwater lamp, as a high power shiner , heating rapidly at work and giving out harsh light, 

must be turned on underwater. Before use, immerse the underwater lamp slowly into water 

till reaching the predetermined depth, and then fix the cable on the side of ship. 

（2）Power switch is in the inside of controller, used to control the power. There are 4 switch 

buttons on the outside of power controller divided into three gears with "ON" and "OFF". 

Each gear controls 600W LED output. The power switch and buttons are shown as below: 
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（3）Users shall press the button from "I ON" to "III ON" in sequence to start the underwater light 

from 600W to 1800W.LED will emit light under three gear states, but the intensity of light 

increases gradually with the improvement of power. 

（4）To adjust the LED luminous intensity in the process of using, users shall press the button from 

"III OFF" to " II OFF" in turn to reduce the power or press from " II ON" to " III ON" in 

sequence to increase the power. The power master off button is the red one with “OFF”. If 

you want to power off the controller totally, please press the button from "III OFF" to " II 

OFF" to “OFF” in turn, and then turn off the power switch. 

（5）After using done, please cut off the external power of power controller, and then separate the 

power supply of underwater lamp from power controller, pull out the underwater lamp from 

water, wipe clean, and put it back to the original packaging. 

（6）Users shall control the single operating time based on the difference of water depth and area. 

The longest time shall not exceed 8 hours to avoid excessive use, which will cause serious 

damage to the lamp body or the power controller. 

 

5. Protection Requirements 
（1） LNK-UL-1800 underwater light should be stored in a clean, dry, no polluting and no hard 

object contacting environment. 

（2） Any object is prohibited to press or crash on the underwater lamp body as the material is 

plastic. After each use, it should be put back to the original protective sleeve or take similar 

protective measures 

（3） Prohibit any object to press or crash on power controller which is not sealed during operation 

and storage, and keep the power controller against water to avoid product damage or 

electric shock accident. 

（4） Inspect the connecting cable to confirm whether it's damaged or not before and after each 

use. Do not use the product if the damage is not repaired. 

 

6. Service Life 
The accumulated operational time of LNK-UL-1800 underwater light is more than 5000 hours under 

the condition of normal use as required. 
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7. Maintenance 
LNK-UL-1800 underwater light is free of maintenance in general only if in accordance with the 

requirements of installation, operation and protection, but attention should be given to the 

following requirements: 

（1） If the underwater lamp is damaged, cracked or appears water seepage in use, please stop 

using immediately and scrap the lamp body. 

（2） If cable sheath is worn, users should contact a professional electrician to take safety 

measures to repair and guarantee water will not infiltrate into it after repairing, furthermore, 

able to bear the equivalent pressure of the lamp body in water. 

（3） If the lamp body is normal but the power controller can't work, please check the connectors 

of power supply and the underwater lamp to confirm whether the connection is correct and 

the conducting is normal. 

（4） Prohibit using the product if the site where it's used at cannot guarantee the power supply 

well grounded. 

（5） If the power controller is unable to work caused by water penetration, the power controller 

shall be scrapped. 

In addition to the above circumstances, if the product's appearance and power conduction are in 

good condition but cannot be operated, please contact the dealer or manufacturer. Prohibit users 

from disassembling and maintaining in case causing accident. 

（END） 
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